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Welcome to the first March session of the
Dr. Harold C. Deutsch World War II History
Round Table. Tonight’s speaker is Conrad
Crane, Chief of Historical services at the US
Army Heritage and Education Center, US Army
War College, and the author of American Airpower Strategy in World War II. He is joined by
veterans of air operations to discuss the strategy
and the personal experiences that contributed to
an Allied victory in World War II.
Many technological innovations were first
employed during World War I, and one, the use
of the airplane, really complicated military planning throughout the inter-war years. Military
aviation issues ran the spectrum from tactical
support to strategic bombing — some thought
(hoped) airplanes would make land armies and
surface fleet navies obsolete. Airpower theorists
believed that military aviation would change
dramatically warfare.
The US air power prophets of the 1920s believed that airplanes would decide future conflicts. The Army and Navy each had their own
advocates, most notably Brigadier General
William “Billy” Mitchell, and Admirals William
Fullam, Bradley Fiske, and William Sims. Each
service had a dedicated force of flying officers
who believed in the need to develop air power
for the nation’s defense even to the exclusion of
other weapon systems. Recognizing the need for
military aviation, the Army and Navy Joint
Board of Aeronautics stressed the tactical importance of air support for land and sea operations
but did not champion the notion that air power
might win wars.
The debate between aviators and conventional
land and sea forces proponents raged throughout
the inter-war years,\ and the air advocates scored
some successes, though not an independent air
force or the unification of all military aviation.
The Army did upgrade its ‘Air Service’ to an
‘Air Corps’ and added an Assistant Secretary of
War (Air). The Navy did likewise and ordered
that only naval aviators could command carriers,
and other aviation oriented posts.

When the Second World War in Europe began the Allied air power advocates believed it
the time to prove the superiority of air power –
that it alone would win the war. Great Britain’s
Royal Air Force (RAF) and the US Army Air
Forces (USAAF) had developed air doctrines
on how to conduct aerial bombing which had
much in common. Each believed that airplanes
were the decisive weapons and strategic
bombers attacking population centers and industrial targets would lead to a quick victory
and avoid the attrition of trench warfare. In
addition, smaller enemy fighter aircraft could
not interfere with a bomber offensive and any
diversion of resources to other services would
seriously impair the bombers effectiveness. As
bombing operations progressed, differences in
practice separated the two allies. The British
soon realized that German fighters put up a far
stronger defense in daytime than expected.
Furthermore, bombing accuracy was pathetically poor. The RAF came to believe that ‘area’
bombing of population centers would demoralize the German civilians and inspire internal
dissent. The USAAF maintained its position of
daylight precision bombing (due to the Norden
bombsight) and its strategic focus on Germany’s industrial capacities, such as ballbearing factories. American air commanders believed they could destroy Germany’s ability to
wage war.
Unfortunately, neither idea proved viable.
The German government developed their air
defense systems with fighters, radar systems,
and anti-aircraft guns which demonstrated both
German government’s ability to protect its
population, and that bomber formations were
terribly vulnerable to fighter attack. Moreover,
bombing of craft-oriented (hand-made) German war forced the dispersal of plants, often
underground, and the shift to much more mass
production, though German airmen, sailors,
and tankers complained of the poorer finish
and quality. As the Allies destroyed Germany’s
industry, war production increased.
At the Casablanca conference in January 1943, Franklin Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill and the Combined Chiefs of Staff
included strategic bombing as part of their
overall plan for Germany’s defeat. While skeptical of the bombing results up to that point, the
Allies presented it as a “second front in the air”
to a grumbling Josef Stalin. They proposed a
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Combined Bomber Offensive (CBO) which was
to destroy and dislocate Germany’s industrial
and economic system and demoralize the population, this would make it easier on invasion
forces and eventual ground operations. The
development of long range fighters like the P-51,
which gave valuable protection for the bomber
fleets, allowed far more accurate strikes and
enabled the destruction of German resources,
especially oil, and transport nets, notably railroads. Albert Speer, German armaments
minister, considered the degradation of the German oil industry by bombing the greatest threat
to the Reich’s economic war fighting capacity.
However, just as the Nazi Blitz had failed to
force Britain to surrender in 1940, the civilian
morale of Germany was not broken by the
bombing, although Goebbels was very sensitive
to civilian reactions to the increasingly intense
air strikes on German cities, especially amongst
Berliners. Strategic bombing was a major factor
in the war effort, but the air power advocates
overshot the mark in their claim for air power.
The legacy of the bombing campaign has
been under serious revision by contemporary
historians. American air planners had an
evolved ethical position against area bombing
but were forced by circumstances to join the
British, who had no moral objections in the mass
killing of civilians, “collateral damage,” in the
process of attacking Germany’s war potential.
During and just after the war, the brutal killing
of civilians by air attack was considered justifiable by American and British historians as the
price of victory. More recently, the morality of
targeting civilian centers has been subject to
considerable criticism, and thus the image of the
“Good War” has become a more complex ethical
issue. The bombing campaigns against Britain,
Japan, Germany, and the French (the Transportation Plan) each confirmed the inability of bombing to destroy public will to fight and led to
changes in contemporary strategic bombing
doctrine and the ethics of air power use.
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